DUBAI HELISHOW - THE BIENNIAL HELICOPTER TECHNOLOGY & OPERATIONS EXHIBITION

6th November 2012

Horizon International Flight Academy made its fourth appearance at the recently ended Dubai Helishow, the premier civil and military helicopter technology and operations exhibition in the Middle East held under the patronage of Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE, and Ruler of Dubai. The Helishow saw attendance from representatives of the UAE Navy, UAE Air Force, Abu Dhabi Air Wing, Royal Bahrain Air Force, UK Royal Navy and the Libyan Air Force.

Wholly-owned by Mubadala Development Company, Horizon is the only civilian flight training organization in the region offering pilot training courses for Rotary aircraft and plays a key role in training both military and civilian organizations in the GCC and the Middle East.

The academy has graduated over 400 helicopter pilots and instructors to date and they have moved on to pilot some of today’s most sophisticated aircraft including the Apache, Puma, Panther and Dauphin.